
 Galatians 4 P6 

GETTING THE GOSPEL RIGHT (GTGR) (GAL 4:12-20)  

The historical backdrop of the book of Galatians is a setting much like our own today. Those considered to be the “pillars” of the 
Christian Faith were getting the gospel wrong (2:9-11). The outdated methods of justification (i.e. the OC clean laws of circumcision, 
animal sacrifices, Sabbaths and ritual separation; i.e. becoming a “Jew” – 2:14-16) were being touted as back in force. Paul however 
would have no part in it. And that because he knew that the cutting off of old foreskins would also mean cutting off their 
relationship with Jesus and the justification offered through faith in Him (5:3-4). As such Paul goes on the offensive in this letter. He 
publicly attacks this “works of the law” addition to the gospel, as well as those promoting it (1:8-9, 2:11, 5:12). But it doesn’t stop 
there. Like all heresy, once ingested, its poison quickly spreads into other areas or facets of the Christian Faith (2Ti 2:17) – which in 
turn, also need to be remedied if the gospel is to be preserved. Paul’s mission in this letter is therefore much bigger than just 
righting the wrongs surrounding justification. It is about making sure that the Galatians were getting the gospel right at every level; 
that all aspects of their thinking that had been corrupted by this false gospel message were replaced by sound doctrine. In this 
respect, Paul provides the Galatians (and us) with a compendium of surgically precise, super effective biblical truths whose central 
focus and purpose is this very thing: getting the gospel right. In chapter 4, we are introduced to truths 13 and 14. These GTGR truths 
are not only adjacent to each other (#13 = vv8-11, #14 = vv12-20), but complementary as well. Whereas #13 tells us what we must 
“put off” if we are going GTGR, #14 informs us as to what we must “put on”. This dynamic of “put off and put on” are a common 
theme in Paul’s writing (e.g. Eph 4:22-24). What however makes it unique, is its presence in the Galatian letter.  Their inclusion here 
(along with Paul’s pivotal warning in v11) makes it clear that Paul saw them as gospel imperatives.   

 

14. GTGR means imitating the highly effective habits of Godly people. 

(12a) “Brothers, I entreat (de,omai= I beg ) you, become as I am” = Imitate me! It is not uncommon for Paul to make this kind of 
request of those he is writing to (e.g. 1Co 4:16, 11:1; Phi 3:17). As Christians, we are called to imitate those who lead us since they 
have proven by the outcome of their lives to be our examples (Heb 13:7; 1Ti 3:1-7). 

The habits to be imitated (in the first person for the sake of application): 

14.1. I change my theology every time God’s Word proves it to be wrong. 

 (12b) “become as I am, for I also have become as you are” = Paul is referring to his own theological change from seeing the OC 
clean laws as his justification, to faith in Christ alone. In this way, he became “as” the Gentiles (i.e. a person not observing the OC 
clean laws).  

14.2. My theology or allegiances are based on the truth of God’s Word alone and never consequence. 

This too was true of the Apostle Paul – and at one time, the Galatians also. What they chose to believe as truth (esp. in re: to 
salvation) - as well as who they considered their friends in the faith (v. their enemies –i.e. false teachers), was determined solely on 
what the Bible taught – even when such teaching might cause the pain of persecution, marginalization from the rest of so-called 
Christianity or loss of friendships and family.  In other words, the consequences were never a factor. This particular GTGR habit 
however is only discovered by correctly understanding what Paul is referring to in ((12c – 15)). 

What Paul is not referring to = A chronic illness that plagued him during his ministry.   

Several commentators have attempted to view these verses as referring to a physical ailment placed upon Paul by the Lord to keep 
him humble. In this respect a connection is made to Paul’s words in (2Co 10:10 and 12:7). Since verse 15 mentions the eyes, it is 
often then assumed Paul suffered from some form of ocular disease (e.g. ophthalmitis). Further support for this position is garnered 
by assuming that (6:11) is referring to the size of font Paul used in penning this letter to the Galatians. The problem with viewing 
these verses in this way is that it creates a non-sequitur between verse 12 (the “gateway verse” to his current plea) and the verses 
immediately following (13-15). IOW: What possible relationship could there be between Paul’s plea of becoming like him (“become 
as I am”) – and the idea of him possessing crusty eyes? Consider the preposterous meaning implied by such an understanding (i.e. 
Paul wants them to contract some form of eye disease!).  

Consider also how such an understanding bears no connection to the theme of the letter (i.e. GTGR; combating the false “wotl”/OC 
clean law gospel). Finally, consider the additional non-sequitur created when attempting to understand verse (13) – The reason Paul 
preached the gospel to them was because he had crusty eyes?).   

Where to look for the answer = Historical context  

Wherever Paul travelled preaching the gospel and planting churches, he faced the jealousy of the Jews (Act 13:45). The primary 
reason for such jealousy was the fact that Paul was persuading the people about a Messiah (and salvation) that did not require 
observance the OC clean laws (Act 13:32-45). In other words, this issue of the “works of the law” was much bigger than the 
Jerusalem church – it was also the problem (and a primary reason) for the Jews’ rejection of Paul’s gospel (Gal 5:11). 



 Paul’s gospel brought justification to the Gentiles while leaving them as Gentiles. To the Jews (like the Judaizers), this was not only a 
direct attack on the God’s eternal Law but also their special identity as the people of God (Act 6:13-14, 21:28, 22:21-22, 26:23-24)1. 
Such animosity came to a head early in Paul’s first missionary journey. During his time in the Galatian cities of Iconium and Lystra, 
Paul was hunted – and ultimately stoned by the Jews (Act 14:19)2. Neither the violence of the Jews nor Paul’s injuries however 
scared off the Galatians. They received both him and his message unto salvation (including in the town of Derbe – Act 14:20-21). This 
is the historical context of Galatians 4:12c-15. This is what Paul is referring to! In this light then consider this 2nd GTGR habit: 

(12c) “You did me no wrong” = IOW: “You did not side with the Jews against me”. The Galatians gentiles were at that time willing to 
receive Paul’s message of freedom from the OC clean laws (and faith in Christ alone) as their justification/salvation even though such 
a position had almost got the man they were now trusting killed. At this initial point in their relationship, both Paul and the Galatians 
exemplified this second GTGR habit – consequence was not a deciding factor in either the theology they chose to follow or the 
allegiances they chose to keep. This interpretation of (12c) is further confirmed by its agreement with what follows contextually. 

(13) “You know it was because of a bodily aliment (diV avsqe,neian th/j sarko.j = lit. through weakness of body) that I preached the 
gospel to you at first” = Being stoned and left for dead would have accompanied the Galatians’ remembrance of Paul’s first 
evangelistic visit to them (and therefore was something he could confidently make reference to here). No doubt the image of his 
battered and bruised body was burned into their memories as (in spite of such condition) he persevered in preaching the gospel to 
them. A perfect example of his commitment to the truth/theology found in God’s Word regardless of the consequences! Notice in 
the next verse, Paul recalls that such fortitude (in the face of danger) was - at one time, reciprocated by Galatians. 
 
(14) “and though my condition was a trial to you, you did not scorn (evkptu,w = lit. spit) or despise me, but received me as an angel 
of God, as Christ Jesus.” = The popular medical opinion of most people in Paul’s day was that the sickness or injuries of another 
could be contracted by simply looking at the individual –and them looking back (the curse of the “evil eye”). It was also held that the 
way to ward off this harmful effect was by spitting. This then is the reason for its mention here and why Paul speaks of his condition 
as a “trial”. By having anything to do with Paul, the Galatians had put themselves under a intense psychological test. They would 
need to fight against what was common thinking; what had been ingrained into their thinking since they were young: that looking 
(much more listening to and caring for Paul) may curse them to suffer a similar fate. They nonetheless overcame that trial, choosing 
instead to see Paul as a supreme messenger of truth (i.e. “an angel of God, as Christ Jesus”). As stated already, their allegiances (and 
theology) were not dependent upon the possible consequences that might be associated with them.  They like Paul were willing to 
go wherever the truth would take them (even when it could get rough).  Unfortunately however, that was beginning to change. The 
opportunity to be a part of the “in crowd” was proving a temptation more valuable than this GTGR habit.  
 
(15) “What then has become of this blessing you felt?” = Given a modern expression, Paul is essentially saying this, “Is possessing 
the truth (something once considered a “blessing”3) now chopped liver?” By the Galatians’ consideration of Peter and the Judaizers’ 
position, that is essentially what they were doing: treating their prior position of “theology based on truth alone” as though it were 
of no value (as “chopped liver”). The contrast to their former position - as well as the following statement, “For I testify to you that, 
if possible, you would have gouged out your eyes and given them to me” (i.e. rather than keep your eyes from me for fear of being 
cursed, you were willing to sacrifice your eyes just to hear the truth!) demonstrates not only how far the Galatians have fallen from 
their original GTGR position/habit (i.e. they are now willing to change their theology if it will gain them credibility –something to be 
fleshed out further in vv17-18),  but also how the potential for fame/success/power/popularity is oftentimes  more deadly than 
persecution when it comes to one’s spiritual state (Consider: Gen 3:5; Eze 28:17; Mat 4:8-9, 19:23-24; Luk 6:26)4. Historically 
speaking persecution has only strengthened the church and their commitment to truth alone whereas success or the desire to be 
popular has done nothing but corrupt her (e.g. Constantine’s Christianizing of the Roman Empire; Billy Graham and the BGEA)5. 
 
Conclusion: (16) “Have I then become you enemy by telling you the truth?” = The pondering/reflective challenge Paul proposes to 
the Galatians here is just as relevant to us today. It is a question which directly connects back to (and supports) this second GTGR 
habit – and therefore one we dare not to ponder/reflect upon ourselves: What determines our theology or allegiances? Is it the 
truth alone –or do the consequences of such truth also play a role? Like the Galatians, it will only be when we are willing to let go of 
consequences as a factor that we will GTGR (Heb 11:24-26). The closing question then is this, what will God find your heart to be on 
judgment day – thorny soil or good soil (Mat 13:22-23; 1Co 4:5)?  

                                                           
1 Soteriologically, the only difference between the Jews and the Judaizers was that latter had recognized Jesus as the Christ/Messiah whereas the 
former did not. 
2 Such violent rejection of the gospel by the Jews over issues related to the OC clean laws most certainly played a role in the Jerusalem’s church 
decision to re-introduce them. The consequences of their new found theology was taking its toll and starting to affect their allegiances (IOW: they 
did not possess this 2nd GTGR habit!). How could this be the right theology when so many of their brethren were rejecting it? Paul addresses both 
issues (rejection of the Jews and possible wrong theology) in (Rom 9:1-6).   
3 Paul’s reference to “blessing” most likely also includes the specific benefit associated with the truth they were once embracing, namely that they 
were free from the burden of the OC clean laws. 
4 The power of success/popularity’s temptation is seen by what extremes people will go to have it. In the case of the Galatians, it was putting 
themselves under the unbearable burden of the OC clean laws - even the damnation of a false gospel. The Corinthians were willing to suffer a 
similar bondage and fate in their desire to win the approval of the “false apostles” (see 2Co 11:1-4, 12-15, 20). 
5 A desire to be popular/successful among the Jews may be another reason (the primary reason?) Peter and co. were attempting to re-institute to 
the OC clean laws (i.e. the WOTL) since as discussed, their obsolescence was a sticking point. 


